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Emergency Apparatus, Emergency Equipment and Service...
We’ve Got You Covered.
At Rocky Mountain Phoenix, we take pride in going that extra mile
for you, providing top-of-the-line, innovative products and services.
Offering a comprehensive line of emergency apparatus and equipment;
brands you know and trust. We don’t stop there, we provide service for all
your emergency apparatus and equipment, whether it’s annual testing and
servicing at our shop in Red Deer or through our mobile service team. Along
with our 24/7/365 emergency service...we really do have you
covered.
“Helping to protect you
and your community
with quality emergency
response solutions”

Red Deer Branch
6415 Golden West Avenue
Red Deer, AB T4P 3X2
1-800-494-4210
www.rockymountainphoenix.com

HYTRANS Mobile Water Systems Have Many Applications:
• Dewatering

• Temporary network for the supply of drinking water

• Flooding prevention / response
• Fire truck refilling station during brush fires

• Creating an above ground temporary / mobile fire water
reticulated network (earthquake, storms, floods)

•Fighting large scale fires (connected to fire trucks or
large volume monitors)

• Supplying emergency cooling water to power plants
(eg Fukushima nuclear power plant)
• Transporting contaminated liquids

In combination with the HYDROSUB 150 it is possible to reach a capacity up to 50,000 l/min.
HydroSub 150

Flood Module

+

50,000 l/min (13,000 gpm)

=

Hytrans in cooperation with Task Force Tips, Inc., now offers you a complete line of
equipment for your water movement needs. From fixed, selectable and automatic
nozzles, LDH intake valves, manifolds, Siamese, gated wyes, portable or remote control
monitors, to foam injection and application equipment, TFT is a recognized leader in the
development of rugged innovative fire fighting and agent delivery equipment.
To see out complete line of equipment, visit www.tft.com or call and speak to our
HyTrans specialist. Brad Thomas, Hytrans Fire Systems Division Manager.

brad.thomas@tft.com • Cell +1 219-241-3066
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Fixed Gallonage
Master Stream Nozzle
With Your Choice of Flow
1250, 1500, 1750, 2000
or 2500 GPM
Folding Handles Ease
Moving The Shaper From
Full Fog to Straight Stream

Industrial
Combination
Nozzle, Monitor
and Valve

Only 19 PSI Loss
At 1500 GPM

Typhoon Manual Monitor
Designed for Flows
Up To 1500 GPM

Model ZBADQ18T Shown

Aluminum Crank Handles
For Elevation and Rotation

LDH Port Accepts
Rigid Storz
Rigid Male Thread
2.5” Gated Wye

Call TFT And Get An
Evaluation Unit Today!
800 348-2686

LDH Port Accepts
Rigid Storz
Rigid Male Thread
2.5” Gated Wye
Hydrant Under Monitor
5.25” Waterway
6” ANSI 150 Inlet

®

TASK FORCE TIPS

®

FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Brian Podsiadlik
Canadian Regional Manager
bwp@tft.com

MESSAGE

President,
Alberta Industrial Fire
Protection Association

Clark Esler
It is my pleasure to welcome our
members to the 2014 edition of AIFPA’s
Emergency Review. I know you will find
this seventh edition as informative and
thought provoking as past editions. As
the association president I take pride in
knowing it’s the memberships’ support
and dedication that enables us to
consistently publish such a high caliber
publication. I would also like to extend a
special welcome to those readers who are
enjoying their first taste of the AIFPA.
Not unlike our bi-annual conferences
I’m sure you will find the articles to be
leading edge, on-point, and full of ideas
that can be immediately incorporated
into your organization.
This year marks our association’s 25th
anniversary and we should all be proud

of the strong association we’ve built and
its continuance to evolve and change,
in meeting the needs of our individual
emergency management organizations.
You’ll find an interesting article which
outlines the history of our association
and gives tribute to our founding fathers
for their vision and leadership in starting
an association that has become so vital
in growing the industrial emergency
management profession.
On a more solemn note, there are
also tributes to David Hynes and Derrick
Manning, two AIFPA members who
lost their battles with cancer in 2013.
Personally, I couldn’t finish reading the

Secretary/Treasurer,
Alberta Industrial Fire
Protection Association

Kerri A. Sinclair
Thanks for picking up the 2014 edition
of AIFPA’s Emergency Review. It’s
been another successful year for the
Alberta Industrial Fire Protection
Association and we’re standing strong
with 105 active members. Currently our
membership meets for two days twice
a year rotating between Calgary and
Edmonton.
I’ve been serving as the Secretary /
Treasurer for the past four years and
I extremely enjoy the networking that
it provides me with my peers in the
emergency services industry.
At our September 2013 meeting in
Calgary, James (Jim) Sales, Fire Chief
for the Toronto Fire Services spoke

article without feeling the loss of two
good friends, but also remembered with
a smile, how they both loved life, their
families, and their chosen profession of
firefighting.
As always, I welcome your feedback
as ideas are the currency of change. I’m
also very interested to hear how you’ve
incorporated the ideas found in this
edition of the Emergency Review into
your organization.
Remember, our September AIFPA
conference “Collaboration within
Industrial Emergency Management” will
celebrate our 25th anniversary, bring a
few surprises, along with a world-class
lineup of speakers.

about leadership within the Fire Service.
We also had Linda Manka from Shell
Canada at our March 2014 meeting
in Edmonton speak about Corporate
and Field ICS Integration. Along with
our amazing presenters we had our
industrial members provide a company
bio so our members can learn more
about what others are doing in the
emergency field, as well as our vendor
members give up-to-date information
on their latest technology and products.
This is the first year that AIFPA
awarded a Lakeland College Emergency
Training Centre student, Nelson
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Bates, an EST Medical Graduate from
Morinville, AB with a $1,000 annual
sponsorship based on his scholastic
achievement.
I would be remiss if I didn’t give a big
thank-you to everyone who contributed
editorials and advertised in this year’s
magazine to make the 2014 edition of
the Emergency Review another great
success. A special thanks to Carly
Peters and Del Communications for this
magazine’s production.
Want to become a member? It’s
simple, just complete our “Membership
Application” and pay the annual fee. The
networking opportunities are endless
and the benefits are tremendous.

Past President,
Alberta Industrial Fire
Protection Association

A final word to Mr. Paul Crickard:

secretary treasurer, vice president,

Well Pauli finally hung up his skates as

president and AIFPA past president.

he would say. Paul was instrumental
in the growth of the association over
the years and was always an active
participant with the executive or in
planning sessions.
Paul spent more than 36 years in the
oil and gas industry, the bulk of which
30 years was spent in “Wild Rose

We all wish you well Paul and will raise

I know that he will be missed at our

a glass each meeting wondering where

association meetings and he will be

you are jet-setting too.

fondly remembered by some of us for

Best Regards.

his affinity for chicken wings. No, we
will not make this into a roast even
though Paul was forever the gentleman
with a quick laugh.

On behalf of the AIFPA executives and
our members of the association, we
wish to welcome our seventh annual

Country,” or as Paul would say he was

Having been a member of the

issue of our magazine Emergency

from the “big city” of Lloydminster.

association since 1993, he served as

Review.

Mission

To promote awareness of industrial fire protection and emergency services by information sharing, joint
problem solving to minimize damage, loss and injury throughout the industry in the province of Alberta.

BE PREPARED. WE CAN HELP.
We offer decades of hands-on practical experience that specialize in fire and
emergency response management for industrial and municipal operations.
• FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES
MASTER PLANS
• COMMUNITY AND FACILITY LIABILITY
AND RISK ASSESSMENTS
• EOC FACILITY DESIGN AND TRAINING
• APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT
PROCUREMENT
• STATION LOCATION, DESIGN AND
FUNCTIONAL STUDIES

403.444.6940
www.behrenergy.com

• EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS
• GIS MAPPING AND PLOTTING
SERVICES
• INDUSTRIAL ERT FEASIBILITY
STUDIES
• TRAINING PROGRAM DESIGN
AND IMPLEMENTATION
• CODE AND LIFE SAFETY
COMPLIANCE

Congratulations
AIFPA on 25 Years!

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND RESPONSE CONSULTING SERVICES
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MESSAGE

Stephen
McDonald
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The Honourable Greg Weadick
Acting Minister of Municipal Affairs
I’m pleased to extend greetings to members of the Alberta
Industrial Fire Protection Association (AIFPA) on behalf of
the Government of Alberta.
I applaud the leadership your organization has taken to
protect Albertans working in the industrial sector. Through
extensive training programs, awareness campaigns, and
information sharing, the AIFPA has greatly reduced damage,
loss, and injury for workers, and enhanced industrial fire
protection. Your organization plays a vital role in ensuring
Albertans enjoy safe communities.

The Government
of Alberta shares your
commitment to safe
communities and a safe
Alberta. We look forward to working together to enhance
public safety services across the province to ensure Alberta
is the best place to work, live, and raise a family.
On behalf of my colleagues in government, best wishes
for continued success in the years ahead.
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Congratulat io
Brian Cornforth,
President, Alberta Fire Chiefs Association
On behalf of the Alberta Fire Chiefs Association (AFCA) I

The AFCA will be working on several key issues that

am pleased to recognize your organization’s integral role in

intersect with your organization such as Fire and Building

providing safety to our industry and communities. We are

Code items that are cornerstone to several large industrial

fortunate to be able to share in your celebration of 25 years

projects. This issue and the changes to the first medical

as an association and acknowledge the commitment to

responder program in Alberta will be part of our dialogue

safety you have demonstrated. We look forward to the

with your organization in the future. We know you’re

future in continuing to work closely with your

focused on the objective of safety which has built a trusting

association on issues that matter in the delivery of

relationship that will continue to foster and strengthen in

public safety.

the years ahead.
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GROWING
to meet your needs
This business was created to supply the best possible equipment that
would improve the safety of our firefighters and provide with that
product knowledge and service. With those goals in mind, nearly thirty
years later, we have grown and built our new 17,000 square foot facility
to better serve you. We have created an efficient warehouse for the
thousands of quality products, space for training on those products,
and expanded our service area to better service and maintain your
trucks and equipment.

\WFR Wholesale Fire & Rescue Ltd.

240136 Frontier Cres. SE Rocky View County, AB
1.800.561.0400 | www.wfrfire.com
/WholesaleFireandRescue
@wfrfire

JOIN THE AIFPA TODAY

Mission Statement
To promote awareness of industrial fire protection and emergency services by
information sharing, joint problem solving to minimize damage, loss and injury
throughout the industry in the Province of Alberta.

Membership Benefits


Promoting awareness of industrial fire protection and emergency services through information sharing and joint
problem solving



AIFPA is endorsed by the Alberta Fire Chiefs Association and the Office of the Fire Commissioner and have a voice
within these organizations



Network with your peers and discuss from incidents in the mining, pulp and paper, petrochemical, fertilizer and oil
refining sectors in Western Canada



Bi‐Annual Membership meetings throughout Alberta



Guest speakers from industry, government and regulatory agencies inform AIFPA members about ever changing
codes, regulatory requirements and how they impact industry



The Office of the Fire Commissioner, enabling us to keep up on and have a say on issues which pertain to
Emergency Response and Training for industrial emergency response personnel



AIFPA members practice the sharing of information from incidents within our organizations. We bring back to our
companies “Lessons Learned” making our environment a safer place to work



Vendor members present industrial members with new fire and safety cutting edge product lines and technology as
they come on the market

Come and join our current members today!
Suncor Energy
Cenovus Energy
LC Emergency Training Centre
Agrium
Airdrie Fire Department
Alberta Sustainable Resource
Development
ATCO Power
Bonnyville Regional Fire
Authority
Canadian Natural Resources –
Horizon Oils Sands Project
Conoco Phillips Oil Sands
Consumers Cooperative
Refineries
Dow Chemicals
Enbridge Pipelines
Edmonton Fire Rescue
Firemaster
Fort McMurray – Regional
Municipality of Wood Buffalo
Fort Saskatchewan Fire Dept.
Husky Energy
Husky Energy ‐ Calgary
Husky Energy – Sunrise Project
Esso Imperial Oil
Keyera Energy

Esso Imperial Oil – Kearl Oil
Sands Project
Methanex Corporation
Methanex Medicine Hat
Nexen Inc.
Nova Chemicals Ltd.
Quantum Emergency Response
Seba Beach Fire Department
Shell Albian Sands
Shell Canada Scotford Complex
Sherritt International
Corporation
Spectra Energy
Strathcona County Emergency
Services
Suncor Energy Edmonton
Suncor Energy Calgary
Syncrude Canada Ltd.
Tailsman Energy
Terra Water Systems Precision
Drilling
Victaulic
West Fraser Mills
3M Canada
ABC Fire and Safety Equipment
Akron Brass
BEHR Energy Services Ltd.
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Blackline GPS
Century Vallen
CentraTech Technical Services
D4H Technologies
Drager Safety Canada Ltd.
Dynamic Rescue
E‐ONE Inc.
Emergency Response
Management Consulting
Emergency Services Training
and Consulting
FireFox Fire Solutions
FireWise Consulting Ltd.
First Truck Centre / E‐ONE
Global Training Centre
Grande Prairie Regional
College
Guillevin International
Haws Corp
Kidde Canada
Levitt‐Safety
Life Link Services Ltd.
Morrison Hershfield Ltd.
MSA
Northwest Fire Rescue and
Training
Harris Design Limited

On Site Fire Protection
Services Ltd.
Riddell Kurczaba
Rocky Mountain Phoenix
Ronco Oilfield Hauling Ltd.
SAFER Systems LLC
Safetek Emergency Vehicles
Safety Boss Inc.
Safeway Consulting & Safety
Scott Safety
SimplexGrinnell
Task Force Tips, Inc.
Tempro Tec. Inc
Tennacor Canada Inc.
Tyco Fire Protection
Products
Victaulic
Vimar Emergency Equipment
Wapose Medical Services
WASP Manufacturing Ltd.
Wholesale Fire and Rescue
Winner Garment Industries
Office of the Fire
Commissioner
Alberta Municipal Affairs

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

ALBERTA INDUSTRIAL
FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

Name ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Title _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Organization or Firm ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Company Address _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City _____________________________________ Province _________________________________ Postal Code _____________________________

Telephone _______________________________________________________ Cell _________________________________________________________

Email Address _________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________

Signature of Applicant ____________________________________________________________ Date ______________________________________

Please complete the above information and send with your $250 payment to:
Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association (AIFPA)
P.O. Box 3499
Sherwood Park, Alberta T8H 2T3
Email: kerri.sinclair@lakelandcollege.ca
Telephone: 780.581.2038
We accept cheques, cash and credit cards.
If you are paying by credit card, please log on to www.aifpa.org/store
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Duty, Loyalty, Integrity,
and Courage
A tribute to Derrick Manning
and David Hynes
By Paul J. Crickard and Mike Gadde

This is a tribute to two well-respected
long-serving members of the Alberta
Industrial Fire Protection Association –
Fire Chief Derrick Manning, Shell Albian
Sands Ltd. and Former Fire Chief David
Hynes, Canadian Natural Resources and
most recently ATCO Electric Edmonton
Derrick and David had a passion for
their families, their country and the fire
service.
The core values of the Canadian
Armed Forces are “Duty, Loyalty,
Integrity and Courage.” Anyone who
knew Derrick and David will agree that
those values would describe the two of
them to a T. Their commitment to these
values was evident every day in their
professional, personal and family lives.

Duty

Derrick and David served our
country with honour for over 20 years as
members in the Canadian Armed Forces.
It was as members they answered their
calling and became members of the fire
service.
Their duty and service as fire fighters,
and eventually fire chiefs, continued well
after their military careers, eventually
leading their families to Fort McMurray.
Derrick and David always felt it
was their obligation to ensure their

knowledge and experience was shared
with new recruits. This in actuality
became their legacy.

Loyalty

It was in the forces where they first
met and formed a lifelong friendship.
From there up until their passing, they
remained inseparable as friends. In the
words of John Hynes David’s brother
“For all intents and purposes David
and Derrick were as close as brothers.”
Anyone who was called a friend to either
one of them knew that they could rely
on them for anything; they were always
there in your time of need.

Integrity

Throughout their careers and lives,
they were well-respected and looked
upon for their leadership, experience,
and respect for others. They treated
every person they met with honour and
respect.

Courage

Derrick and David’s courage can be
exemplified by how they lived their lives,
serving in the Forces, becoming fire
fighters and finally, how they fought until
the very end.
During the final stages of their lives,
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their courage never faltered. They were
focused on the people who meant the
most to them, their families and their
friends.
Derrick and David both had an
extreme sense of humour. They loved life,
loved their families, and were genuine
down to earth individuals and fun to
be around. In the words of Don Cherry
“they were a couple of beauties.”
Derrick Manning was born in St
John’s, Newfoundland and passed away
on November 27, 2013, at the age of
51 years in Edmonton, Alberta. He is
survived by his loving wife Miranda and
son Donald.
David Hynes was born in Port au
Port, Newfoundland and passed away on
December 31, 2013 at the age of 54 years
in Edmonton, Alberta. He is survived by
his loving wife Bonnie, daughter Ashley,
and son-in-law Buu.
Derrick and David’s memories will
live on in and through their families as
they will in each and every member of
the Alberta Industrial Fire Protection
Association.
Remember Derrick and David as they
would have wished for us to “Accept what
is, let go of what was and have faith in
what will be.”

Working Together for
a Common Goal
The Alberta Industrial Fire Protection
Association – 25 Years of Collaboration
By Isaac Comandante, Manager, Emergency Management and Response Consulting Services, BEHR

Many things have happened since

immensely from being a member since

people that held meetings at the once

forming the Alberta Industrial Fire

1993. I can still remember my first

Alberta Public Safety Services building

Protection Association in 1989.

meeting having been invited by Loyd

in Edmonton. I was one of two vendors in

Unfortunately, I can’t say I’m proud to

Bacon, who was then the Fire Chief at

attendance, the other was Jack Miedema.

be one of the founding members, but

the Petro Canada Refinery in Edmonton.

I am proud to say that I’ve benefited

It was a very small group of about 10
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The group slowly grew in size to the
point where we had to start looking for

EMERGENCY

www.aifpa.org

25

EMERGENCYReview 2012
Assessing the Risk

EMERGENCYReview 2011
www.aifpa.org

Special Features on Education and Training
Real Scenarios, Real Training

Swedish school chooses Canada
Enbridge helps make communities safe
Loss prevention versus blind compliance
Responder credentialing – are we on the same page?

Lead by Example with Protective Equipment

PUBLICATIONS MAIL AGREEMENT #40934510

The benefits of Blue Card Command

the point of no return

Official publication of the ALBERTA INDUSTRIAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

new places to meet. An idea was tabled
to have different members host meetings
at their facility. The concept back then
was to move the meetings around, four
times a year, so that members could get
a look at each other’s facilities, risks,
resources, response capabilities, and
product offerings. We held meetings at
mine sites, refineries, gas plants, pulp
and paper mills, chemical plants, fire

PUBLICATIONS MAIL AGREEMENT #40934510

PUBLICATIONS MAIL AGREEMENT #40934510

Get Carded

Knowing your personal limits

www.aifpa.org

www.aifpa.org

The five steps to risk analysis

Oﬃcial publication of the ALBERTA INDUSTRIAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

EMERGENCYReview 2010

EMERGENCYReview 2013

www.aifpa.org

Oﬃcial publication of the ALBERTA INDUSTRIAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

Years
PUBLICATIONS MAIL AGREEMENT #40934510

EMERGENCY Review 2008

Oﬃcial publication of the ALBERTA INDUSTRIAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

Oﬃcial publication of the ALBERTA INDUSTRIAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

Official publication of the ALBERTA INDUSTRIAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

halls, and vendor facilities. It was a great
way for members to get to know a variety
of industries and vendors while forming
bonds and friendships with fellow
members.
The AIFPA has been a part of
re-shaping the industrial emergency
response culture of Alberta ever since
those early meetings. We remain true to
our mission by sharing and collaborating

with our fellow members; we’re always
there if we’re called upon for advice;
and we’ve taken part in and supported
Industrial Rescue Competitions, Alberta
Fire Chiefs Association Conferences,
Canadian Association Fire Chiefs
Conferences, Alberta Emergency
Management Agency Summits, and
Lakeland College Fire Emergency
Training Centre.
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Over the years we’ve had companies
from out of province join us such as
Husky Energy (Lloydminster), Spectra
Energy (Fort St. John), Cooperative
Refineries (Regina), Williams Fire &
Hazard Control (Texas, U.S.) and TFT
(Indiana, U.S.). Now we’re proud to have
our first international company, D4H
from Dublin, Ireland join our group.
Today we are a thriving group of
over 100 member companies consisting
of like-minded individuals with a
common goal – to protect people, the
environment, and assets. The difference

today is we face new challenges,
technology, and the ever evolving need
to mitigate risk. Now we take a holistic
approach to mitigation and response by
incorporating topics such as emergency
management and business continuity in
our conversations and presentations. We
meet two times a year in Edmonton and
Calgary with a more robust program. We
provide notable speakers from all over
North America to offer their insights on
emergency management and response.
We’ve introduced a new logo which
better symbolizes our group. We’ve also
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refreshed our website, www.aifpa.org, to
better meet the needs of our members.
We even have our very own magazine,
which was launched in October 2008.
Although we’ve grown over the years,
we still maintain the same mission today
– To promote awareness of industrial

Congratulations to the AIFPA and here’s to the next 25 years!
fire protection and emergency services
by information sharing, joint problem
solving to minimize damage, loss and
injury throughout the industry in the
Province of Alberta.
I would personally like to
acknowledge the founding organizers
Len Freeman (Dow Chemicals) and

Brian Lamond (Syncrude Canada) along
with founding members Arnie Quinton
(Imperial Oil), Wayne Conley (Suncor
Canada), and Clive Rutland (Procor) for
their vision in forming the association.
A special thank-you goes out to our
dedicated group of executive members
who have served AIFPA over the last

25 years whose leadership helped shape
this association to what it is today. And
finally, to all the members who have
participated over the past 25 years,
thank-you for your support to which this
association wouldn’t exist.
Congratulations to the AIFPA and
here’s to the next 25 years.

MORE THAN JUST BUNKER GEAR
Supplying all your safety
equipment and providing
customized service plans to
keep it operating at 100%
Products
• Gas Monitors
• Breathing Apparatus
• Fire Extinguishers
• Fall Protection
• PPE

Service Plans
• Inspections
• Repairs &
Maintenance
• Recharging
• Rentals
• Fire Hose Testing
• Surveys
• Mobile services

What can we do for you? www.centuryvallen.com

2014 AIFPA AD.indd 1

9/26/2013 1:06:32 PM
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Best and Brightest
AIFPA establishes a scholarship
with Lakeland College

Nelson Bate and Kerri A. Sinclair at the Lakeland College Donor Appreciation Celebration

In 2013, the Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association
established a $5,000 term scholarship with Lakeland College,
with $1,000 awarded annually for five years. The recipient of the
AIFPA Scholarship is selected by the Lakeland College Awards
Committee and presented each March at Lakeland’s Donor

Appreciation Celebration. The scholarship
is awarded to a graduate of the Firefighter
Training program or EST program with the
highest cumulative GPA (minimum 80 per cent
required), and who is an Alberta resident.
We would like to congratulate our 2013
recipient Nelson Bate from Morinville who
graduated from the EST Program (Medical).
Bate grew up in Ladysmith, B.C. on
Vancouver Island. At the age of 18 he joined the
Canadian forces as an infantry soldier and was
posted to Edmonton. He served for three years
and completed one tour of duty in Afghanistan
with the Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light
Infantry.
After the military Bate got involved
in volunteer firefighting for the Town of
Morinville. This is where he decided to pursue
emergency services as a career.
“The EST program looked like a great
opportunity to get my 1001’s and EMT,” he
states, adding he did his EMT practicum at
Strathcona County Emergency Services. “It was
an amazing experience, I had a lot of fun and

learned a lot.”
During the EST program he competed in the recruitment
for Edmonton Fire Rescue Services, was successful, and is now
currently employed with the City of Edmonton as a firefighter.

DEL

Communications Inc.

Suite 300, 6 Roslyn Road
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3L 0G5

www.delcommunications.com

INDUSTRIAL FIRE PROTECTION & WATER DELIVERY EQUIPMENT
Fire Monitors
Deluge Valves
Foam Equipment
Firewater Manifolds

Custom Fabricated Items
Oilsands Washbay Equipment
EPCM Project Bid Support & Supply
Nozzles, Hose, Pumps Accessories, etc.

Edmonton, AB • Ph: 780-463-3515 • Fax: 780-450-0078

WWW.TENNACOR.COM

Proud Supplier to the Oil & Gas Industry Since 1993
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DEL Communications Inc. and You.

The key to success.

We offer outstanding personal service
and quality in the areas of:
CREATIVE DESIGN
ADVERTISING SALES
TRADE PUBLICATIONS
QUALIFIED SALES & EDITORIAL TEAM

Trans-Care Rescue Ltd has been providing professional training to Western Canadian
fire departments and industry since 1981.

Available Courses
Commercial Vehicle Defensive Driving
Confined Space Entrant / Attendant
Confined Space Entry / Rescue
Confined Space / Technical Rescue
Emergency Vehicle Defensive Driving
Embankment Rescue
Fall Protection
Farm Accident Rescue
Farm Medic
Fire Extinguisher Training
HAZMAT / Awareness / Operations/Technician
Spill Response
Medic First Aid & Industrial First Responder
Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
Surface Ice / Water Rescue
Technical Rope Rescue
TDG / WHMIS
Trench Rescue
Tower Rescue
Vehicle Extrication Levels I & II

For more information contact us at:
Trans-Care Rescue Ltd.
Box 559
Langham, SK. S0K 2L0
1-800-71RESCU
Email: trans.care@sasktel.net
Website: www.trans-carerescue.com

Simulation
Based Training
Consistent, realistic, and cost effective
There are a lot of training options
competing for your department’s
attention and limited budget. Technology
has added another dimension with its
ability to create realism through fire
ground simulations. The best programs
are not cheap so how do you make sure
you’re getting the most “bang for your
buck?” Global Risk Innovations (GRI)
recently sat down with Todd Nixon,
platoon chief with the Strathcona Fire
Department in Alberta, to talk about

his involvement with simulation-based
training for Incident Commanders.
Global Risk Innovations: Why did your
department decide to take a look at
simulation-based training?
Todd Nixon: It provides realistic
application of training for our command
staff. We played around with simulationbased training for several years but
implementing the Blue Card program
in 2011 has proven to be a very effective
training tool.

GRI: Was there any initial scepticism
about implementing it?
TN: In the beginning members
anticipated “just another method of
command,” but that changed quickly
once the training got underway.
GRI: For simulation-based training to
be effective what initial preparation is
required?
TN: You should start with a review
of basic theory in order to provide
a consistent foundation. Blue Card

CENTRATECH TECHNICAL SERVICES LTD.
www.centratech.ca

YOUR FIRE & SAFETY SPECIALISTS

#1, 7664 - 49 avenue, red deer, alberta
p. (403) 343-1119 • f. (403) 346-7774
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• fire extinguisher sales & service
• fire alarm inspection & repair
• sprinkler systems
• fire supression systems
• breathing air
• breathing apparatus
• gas detection
• hydrostatic testing
• back flow testing & repair

2014

GRI: What are the clear advantages to
using this kind of program?

TN: Blue Card is founded on sound

principles of command that apply to
every agency, regardless of size and
structure. It teaches how to apply
standard actions to standard conditions
for a standard outcome.
GRI: What return on investment

should a department expect to see

if they train their officers using this
simulation-based system?
TN: The department will witness an
enhanced level of incident safety and
effectiveness as its officers transfer the
knowledge and skills learned during
realistic simulation-based training to
real-life settings. Of equal importance,
those officers can maintain that ability by
participating in the quarterly continuing
education portion of the Blue Card
Program.

accomplishes this through the online
portion of its curriculum with clear
and measurable key learning objectives
(KLOs). Next, experienced command
staff from the department must integrate
that foundational information with
the department SOPs and deployment
capabilities in order to make the
simulations realistic and applicable for
that agency.
GRI: Who provides the actual training
during these simulations?
TN: The department’s Blue Card
trainers are experienced incident
command officers. They assist in
directing the simulations towards
achievement of the key learning
objectives.
GRI: How does a typical simulation
unfold in a classroom setting?
TN: Each simulation begins with
the first arriving officer applying the
functions of command by assessing the
critical factors (size-up), developing the
incident action plan for assignment of
subsequent units, and assuming the
position of IC No. 1. Other participants
play the role of additional arriving units.
They deliver realistic and timely updates
to IC No. 1 which provides a logical
progression to the simulated incident.
As the incident escalates, command
is transferred to IC No. 2 (generally a
senior officer in a command vehicle) and
the incident organization is expanded to
safely and effectively manage the incident
through to its termination.

Standardize Incident Command with:

The only Hazard Zone - Command Training
& Certification Program
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What Will
Work for You
Incident Command System (ICS) use in Alberta

This article outlines the current and
increasing use of the Incident Command
System by various public and private
agencies in the U.S. and Canada and the
associated training available. It makes
the case that ICS continues to be a best
practices system to manage incidents
and events in North America and other
areas of the world. Shell has invested in
two online, interactive courses that could
be leveraged for other industry partners
or public agencies, saving them time
and money in developing training while
increasing consistency across agencies.

ICS Definition

ICS is “a widely applicable
system designed to enable effective,
efficient incident management by
integrating a combination of facilities,
equipment, personnel, procedures, and
communications operating within a
common organizational structure. ICS
is a fundamental form of management
established in a standard format,
with the purpose of enabling incident
commanders to identify the key concerns
associated with the incident – typically
under time sensitive conditions”1
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Current ICS Usage

ICS is used in the United
Kingdom and the United Nations has
recommended the use of ICS as an
international standard.2 The United
States mandated the use of ICS through
regulation. In Canada, there is no
national regulation requiring the use of
ICS. The Alberta government adopted
ICS as the standard for government
agencies and promotes the adoption of
ICS by local authorities, industry, and
other organizations within Alberta on a
voluntary basis. 3 The impetus is growing

to create agreement with industry and
local authorities to increase adopting this
standard all-hazards system.

flood, with the Mayor receiving an 82 per
cent approval rating.

Shell Canada’s use of ICS

Shell Canada’s National Response
Team used ICS for the June 2013,
Alberta floods, involving head office
closure due to the state of emergency.
The implementation of ICS is a standard
across Shell’s operations in the Americas
and repeatedly resulted in effective and
efficient management during simulated

training exercises and during actual
incidents.
There had been early adoption of ICS
by in some of Shell’s Canadian operations
in the 1990s. Since then, through
continual improvement processes, ICS
awareness and competencies, ICS has
become embedded in Shell Canada’s
emergency management culture. Shell’s
current goal is to standardize processes
via an aligned training program and
demonstration of key capabilities in

Alberta Emergency Management
Association: Fires in Slave Lake

Lessons learned from the May 2011,
fires in Slave Lake, Alberta found that
“in many ways Alberta’s response to
the Lesser Slave Lake disaster met or
exceeded standards and leading practices
from around the globe,” however, “At the
same time, a number of the coordination
challenges were experienced because
Alberta had not fully implemented the
Incident Command System, or trained all
relevant parties on their roles in this new
incident command model.”4

Calgary Emergency
Management Association

Calgary’s June 2013, flooding and
state of emergency utilized the Incident
Command System.
“During an event which falls within
the scope of the Major Emergency Plan
(MEP), the principles of the Incident
Command System and Emergency
Site Management must be used when
coordinating direct activities to mitigate
the impact of the event.”
Polls after the flooding in Calgary
showed that 76 per cent of citizens
approved of how the city handled the

Code, Fire and Life Safety Solutions:
- Fire and Building Code Consulting
- Code and Standard Analysis
- Fire Protection Systems Engineering
- Risk Assessments
- Spray Fire Resistive Material Testing

- Fire Flow and Heat Flux Analysis
- Emergency Services Master Planning
- Emergency Response Planning
- Table-Top and On-Site ERP Exercises
- Emergency Service Facility Design

Western Canada inquires - Bruce Dziwenka at 780-483-5200 or bdziwenka@morrisonhershfield.com
Western Canada Business Development - Wayne Rose at 780-483-5200 or wrose@morrisonhershfield.com
Careers - Gabriel Araujo at 403-246-4500 or garaujo@morrisonhershfield.com
www.morrisonhershfield.com
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tabletops, exercises, and drills.
During implementation of standard
processes and training, “Bumps in the
Road” that were addressed included:
• Leaders and individuals initially
expressed concern that standardization
would reduce flexibility for hazards at
the particular location, site or line of
business
• Remedy was to increase awareness
regarding ICS flexibility for ‘allhazards’
• Some service providers were hesitant
to embrace Shell’s approach to the new
system as they thought it would involve
too much time and cost
• Remedy was to engage with service
providers by embedding them into a
continual learning process and handson involvement in Shell’s ICS training
program
• O verall lack of understanding of the
value of ICS; optics of unwieldy ICS
organizational structures and number
of forms

•R
 emedy was to approach ICS with
a “Getting Started Right” mindset
and use of ICS 201 Initial Briefing
for incidents of short duration versus
development of an Incident Action Plan
(IAP)
In addition, key considerations to address
“Bumps in the Road” included:
• Ensuring key leadership support
• Conveying the value of ICS to
effectively and safely manage
emergencies and to satisfy Shell’s
internal Management System
• Communicating consistently across
multiple channels
• Email information updates
• Corporate posting of ICS forms in
editable versions to simplify and
standardise
• The Corporate Emergency Response
Plan incorporates use of ICS roles
and responsibilities and ICS forms
consistent with the training program
• A ll emergency-response related
training integrates ICS in the same way
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•P
 ersonal visits to site to dialogue with
Incident Command Team members to
enhance understanding and address
concerns
• Communicate successes
• Support from local authorities during
exercises who also use ICS.
• Consistent and repeatable training
typically coordinated by the corporate
office has been a key factor in ICS being
embraced by Shell facilities.

Current state of
ICS training – Alberta

Alberta Emergency Management
offers ICS 100 as an online PDF of
a self-study booklet with an online
examination. It complies with ICS
Canada requirements below, including
the new requirement that the 100 level
course take between two to four hours
to complete. Classroom sessions should
take at least 5.5 hours.
ICS Canada is a network of
organizations working cooperatively to

maintain a standard Incident Command System, including the
Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre (CIFFC), the Province
of British Columbia, the Alberta Emergency Management
Association, Manitoba Office of the Fire Commissioner, Nova
Scotia Emergency Management Office, PEI Emergency Measures
Organization, Search and Rescue Volunteers Association of
Canada, Ground Search and Rescue Council of Canada.

References:

ICS Canada Training
Level Standards

Emergency Training Centre Lakeland College
http://www.emergency-training.ca

Awareness level training presents ICS topics and concepts at
an introductory level, with written or computer-based multiplechoice examinations. I-100 and I-200 are awareness level
training courses. This training method relies on reading and
answering questions. Alberta Emergency Management makes
the free 100 level PDF and online examination available through
its website.
Advanced level training is oriented towards skills
development and includes more practical exercises, as well as a
written examination. Courses at this level are geared towards
operating within the ICS system in a supervisory function.
I-300, I-320, position-specific and I-400 are advanced level
training courses.

Shell Canada Training
Offerings comparison

Shell ICS 100 Introduction to the Incident Command System
(online) – an introduction to the basic features, principles, and
organizational structures of the Incident Command System.
Shell ICS 200 Incident Command System provides a basic
level of awareness and understanding of the Incident Command
System and builds on Shell’s ICS 100. It covers a brief review of
ICS features, ICS Leadership and Command, Management by
Objectives, ICS Organizational Structure, ICS Planning Process,
Transfer of Command, Accountability of all Personnel, and how
ICS can be expanded to meet the needs of specific incidents.
Shell’s ICS 100 and 200 meet the learning objectives of the
Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA) and ICS
Canada standards, except that Shell’s courses are a shorter
timeframe (45 min each compared to two to four hours
each). The duration of these courses was by design as Shell
recommends e-learning be less than one hour.
The use of e-learning for ICS 100 and200 is preferred to
address personnel schedule challenges. E-learning can be
completed according to the learner’s schedule and pace. In
addition, the courses can be taken as refreshers with ease.
Given that ICS use is increasing and is viewed as valuable for
any incident, discussions between local authorities and industry
are underway to determine if access to Shell’s online interactive
courses would be beneficial to a wider audience. Sharing of
e-learning was successful when Shell donated Shelter in Place
training to the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
(CAPP). It is also posted at no charge on the website of Enform,
the safety association of Canada’s upstream oil and gas industry.

Association of Equipment Manufacturers (AEM) Online emergency management courses
http://apsts.alberta.ca/online-courses/ Information for ICS Instructors to include standards/
qualifications and ‘train the trainer’ courses. AEM is a member of the ICS Canada and has adopted
those standards. Link: http://apsts.alberta.ca/information-for-instructors/
Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre
http://www.ciffc.ca In 2002 the CIFFC and member agencies implemented the Incident Command
System (ICS) Canadian Version. Online ICS courses are offered for members.

NAIT Incident Command System Training
http://www.nait.ca/program_home_79754.htm
Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) Emergency Response Overview ppt:
http://www.aer.ca/documents/directives/EmergencyResponseOverview_April2012.pdf
Incident Response Fact Sheet
http://www.aer.ca/documents/enerfaqs/IncidentResponse_FS.pdf
	(December 2008 National Incident Management System page 45).

1

	An Analysis of the Effectiveness of the Use of the Incident Command System
in the Deepwater Horizon Incident, Florida Commission on Oil Spill Response Coordination, 2012.

2

	http://www.aema.alberta.ca/documents/ema/C4_Galea_ICS.pdf

3

	Lesser Slave Lake Regional Urban Interface Wildfire –
Lessons Learned Final Report November 6, 2012, KPMG

4

	City of Calgary MUNICIPAL EMERGENCY PLAN, September 2010

5

	http://www.calgaryherald.com/news/Albertans+
floods+brought+best+people/8695218/story.html

6

	Page 7, http://apsts.alberta.ca/uploads/1303/coursestudentandinst73159.pdf

7

Solutions.

For any situation.
Proven Building and Fire Code
Consulting expertise right when you
need it.
With 25 years in business, we
offer you services for architecture,
interior design, fire and building
code compliance, and 3D
Visualization.

www.riddell.ca

403-266-2100
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Past and
Future

By Dave Pelton, The Solberg Company

Technology Advancements in firefighting foam

It is often said that in order to shape
the future you need to look back and
understand the past. A colleague of
mine recently asked when and what was
the last great innovation in firefighting
foam? I have to admit, I had to think
about the question. But, before I could
answer, he stated Aqueous Film Forming
Foam (AFFF) in the early 1960s, at a
time when vacuum tubes, and blackand-white television was considered
advanced technology. This time period is
considered the last significant innovation
in firefighting foam – nearly some 50
years ago? So it got me thinking about
the advancements in firefighting foam
and where does the future of firefighting
foams lie.

What is Firefighting Foam?

The National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) 11 – Standard for
Low, Medium and High Expansion
Foam defines firefighting foam as “…an
aggregate of air-filled bubbles formed
from aqueous solutions which is lower in
density than flammable liquids. It is used
principally to form a cohesive floating
blanket on flammable and combustible
liquids, and prevents or extinguishes fire
by excluding air and cooling the fuel. It
also prevents re-ignition by suppressing
formation of flammable vapours. It has
the property of adhering to surfaces,
which provides a degree of exposure
protection from adjacent fires.”
Or simply said, foam is used for the
suppression of fire. Foam extinguishes
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flammable liquid or combustible liquid
fires in four different ways:
• Separates the flames from the fuel
surface
• Retards vapour release from the fuel
surface
• Cools the fuel surface and any
surrounding metal surfaces
• Excludes oxygen from the flammable
vapours

Foam Classifications and Types

Each type of firefighting foam has its
applications. Use applications range from
wild-land and structural firefighting
to industrial high-hazard, high-risk
applications found in aviation, chemical,
defence, energy, marine, mining, oil and
gas, petrochemical, pharmaceutical,
pipeline, and solvents and coatings
industries.
Firefighting foams are divided into
two classifications Class A and Class B.

Class A foam

Developed in the mid-1980s, Class
A foam was predominately used for
wild-land fires but as their popularity
grew throughout the 1990s the use of

Class A foam was expanded for use on
structural fires. Today, Class A foam is
used to extinguish ordinary combustible
materials, such cloth, coal, paper,
plastics, rubber products, and wood.
As a synthetic based foam
concentrate, Class A foam is applied at
low concentrations ranging from 0.1 to
1.0 per cent (see application rates below).
Cooling and wetting are the primary
extinguishing mechanisms. The use of
Class A foam makes “water wetter” on
average increasing the effectiveness of
water tenfold.

Class B Foam

There are several types of available
foams. Each foam concentrate is
developed for a specific application.
Some firefighting foams are thick and
form a heavy, heat-resistant covering over
a burning liquid surface. Other types of
foams are thinner and because of that
they will spread much more quickly
over the fuel surface. Still, other types
of foams will generate a vapour sealing
film on the surface of the fuel. Additional
foam concentrate types, such as medium
and high expansion foams, can be used
in applications requiring large volumes
to flood surfaces and fill cavities within
the hazard.

Evolution of Class B
Firefighting Foams

Firefighting foams have been on the
market for almost 100 years in various
types. Firefighting foams started with
chemical foams, at each of these steps
along the way, performance and safety
of these various agents improved on the
prior foam agent types/concentration.
Early 1900s – The first firefighting
foams were chemical foams. They
functioned by a chemical reaction from
mixing two or more chemicals at the
time of use, which created the foaming.
More effective than water, but difficult to
use and transport. Also, there was always

the risk of improper mixing at the time
of use.
1930s – Protein foams were a major
improvement. They were chemically
stable and effective on Class B fires.
At that time, they quickly became the
industry standard. Their major drawback
was limited shelf life and limited storage
temperatures, issues that are still
problems for protein based products
today. Also, protein foams work best
when they are discharged through air
aspirating equipment which creates a
thick foam blanket, but depending on
the type of foam discharge equipment,
can negatively affect the discharge range
compared to non-aspirated equipment.
1960s – Synthetics (AFFF and ARAFFF) entered the market. They have
the ability to readily spread over a fuel
surface, are very forgiving during a
fire, they can be discharged through all
types of nozzles, and have an extended
shelf life. Fluorinated synthetic foams
are the mainstay of the foam fire
protection industry, and have only
recently been under review, not for their
firefighting performance, but due to
their environmental impact. Current
synthetics are capable of extinguishing
hydrocarbon and water soluble fuels, and
can be discharged through air aspirating
and non-aspirating nozzles, allowing
maximum flexibility during use.
Mid-1960s – Fluoroprotein foam was
introduced after the synthetics, mainly
as a market response by the protein foam
manufacturers. Adding fluorosurfactant
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to standard protein foams allowed the
protein foams to more readily spread on
the fuel surface. This step improved the
performance of the protein based foams
to somewhere between protein only
foam and the fluorinated synthetics.
2005/Present – As environmental
regulations on fluorinated synthetic
foam concentrates increase around
the world, a new generation of
environment friendly foam concentrates
is being developed. These concentrates
are environmentally sustainable
fluorosurfactant and fluoropolymerfree firefighting foam used to effectively
extinguish Class B fuels with no
environmental or toxic breakdown. They
are synthetic based foam technology
designed to replace traditional AFFF and
AR-AFFF foam concentrates and older
fluoroprotein foams.

Future Outlook

As I mentioned at the start of this
article, firefighting foams have been
used for the extinguishment of fire
for almost 100 years in various types.
Firefighting foams started with chemical
foams, and at each of the advancement
steps along the way, performance and
safety of those agents improved on the
prior foam concentrate type. Despite
the importance and need for firefighting
foam today, the
last significant
development
efforts
occurred in
the 1960s

with the commercialization of AFFF for
Class B foams, and the 1980s for Class
A foam, now some 50 and 20 years ago
respectively.
So what will the future hold? Surely
the developments in induction systems
for Class A foam (and perhaps the agent
chemistry) will continue to advance
as it has over the past decade. But as
for Class B foam concentrates, agent
chemistry development efforts seem to
have been frozen in time with reliance
on exiting base technologies. Only
since the introduction of environmental
regulations over the past five years or so
on fluorine containing AFFFs have the
manufacturers of firefighting foam taken
the development challenge seriously.
These fluorine-free products (some first
generation and others second or third
generation) will continue to evolve in
both agent chemistry and firefighting
performance with the goal of achieving
high performance on flammable and
combustible liquids, improved burnback resistance for firefighter safety and
provide for many additional years of shelf
life over foams derived from protein.
Dave Pelton is vice president, Global
Marketing for The Solberg Company.
Based in Green Bay, Wisconsin with
operations in Bergen, Norway and
Sydney, Australia, Solberg (an Amerex
Corporation Company) has been involved
with the manufacture of firefighting foams
since the mid-1970s. Solberg is recognized
for its high-performance environmentally
sustainable fluorosurfactant and
fluoropolymer-free products that are an
innovation in Class B firefighting foam.
Additionally, Solberg manufactures a
complete range of 2015 Compliant C6
Class B foam concentrates, Class A and
High-Expansion foam concentrates
including foam systems hardware.
Solberg’s unique technology is preferred
by customers in the aviation, chemical,
energy, fire services, oil and gas,
petrochemical, pharmaceutical, solvent &
coatings markets.
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Turn up the
Volume

By Rod Carringer

The benefits of high flowing portable monitors

•

•

Many times the large volume of fire
encountered by arriving apparatus
quickly precludes the use of standard
hand held nozzles for initial attack. In
these cases, the movement and accurate
delivery of water or foam solution,
as well as establishing a constant
sustainable water supply, becomes
critical to successful extinguishment and
exposure protection operations. High
flowing portable monitors provide the
performance necessary to meet these
high flow challenges even when staffing
on first arriving apparatus is limited.
Fires requiring large volumes of
water or foam solution for suppression
(high critical application rate) will
dictate the water supply and fire streams
management operations from the initial
arrival of the first apparatus. If the fire
has burnt past you, or is generating more

BTUs on the fire/time curve than the
crew can deal with, the addition of more
hand held lines may provide little or no
suppression success. Though the use of
lightweight portable monitors may be
rare in many jurisdictions due to the
inability to supply an adequate sustained
fire flow, their tactical versatility cannot
be overlooked.
Keeping in mind the additional water
supply requirements, the use of portable
monitors can provide just some of the
following benefits:
• Higher initial attack fire flows and
increase stream reach can offer
improved fire fighter protection by
allowing crews to work in more tenable
atmospheres while providing higher
fire knockdown potential
• In limited staffing situations, higher
fire flows can safely be provided with
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•

•

•

•

minimal personnel. Evaluating fire flow
performance, typically more gallons
per minute per person can be delivered
than with any combination of hand
held nozzles.
A single line put in service with a
portable monitor can deliver up to
500 gpm providing a wider range of
options to meet changing fire ground
conditions. The new lightweight
features of the portable monitors
offer quick deployment and the ability
to better utilize pump capacity and
available water supply during initial
attacks. Faster fire extinguishment
translates to an overall reduction in the
stress level of initial attack personnel.
Higher flow rates from portable
monitors provide increased reach and
penetration over hand held nozzles.
The high flow devices can support a
more effective allocation of personnel
resources on the fire scene and allow
the first arriving apparatus more
tactical versatility.
Portable monitors can provide
unparalleled safety in hazardous
material and vapor mitigation
procedures, exposure protection, and
high flow foam applications with selfeducting master stream nozzles.
The “scale up” feature of starting with
a single supply line into a portable
monitor followed by a second line,
allows the device to be used for a quick
initial attack, or upgraded to a larger
defensive operation as required by the
fire ground commander.
Once you have integrated the use of
the master stream into your initial
attack operations, the only way to
feel comfortable operating these high

be successful. If, on the other hand, all
components of your high flow initial
attack were initiated properly and the fire
still surpassed your ability to suppress it,
there was probably little else you could
have done.

flowing devices, especially when the
water tank on the apparatus is your
primary supply, is to practice and
understand the capabilities of the
equipment and how to properly deliver
capacity to the seat of the fire.
• Finally, by initiating an aggressive
attack utilizing a pre-piped master

stream device or a portable preconnected monitor, you can attack the
fire using your total capabilities.
As long as the device and stream
is carefully and accurately placed
and personnel operating the devices
are mindful of the method of attack
being used, the results will typically

Rod Carringer has served Task Force
Tips for over 28 years in positions of
National Sales Manager, Vice President
of Sales and Marketing, and is currently
the Chief Marketing Officer with
responsibilities for global brand and
business development.
As an active 40 year veteran firefighter
and retired chief of operations, he
continues his training activities as
a certified instructor, and acts as a
guest instructor for several nationally
recognized fire training facilities in North
American. Rod routinely authors articles
on fire suppression strategies for Fire
Chief, Fire Engineering, Fire Apparatus,
and International Firefighter magazines
and has been a frequent presenter at local
and national conferences.
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GLENTEL is committed
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Maximize efficiencies and protect your team as you
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SALES | RENTALS | SERVICE
1-800-GLENTEL

www.glentelbusiness.com
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Going up
IN Smoke
Lakeland College Emergency Training Centre’s
high-tech training in modernized fire tower
Response training for building or
structural fires at Lakeland College
Emergency Training Centre (ETC)
now involves more realistic scenarios
thanks to extensive renovations to the
seven-storey fire tower at the Vermilion
campus.
Piped-in propane, fire-retardant
panelling, and custom-made props
were installed in the tower in July 2013
to simulate rooms in various kinds of
residences.
Until now, fires were built by
hauling in straw bales and wood pallets.
But Kirk McInroy, ETC manager of
technical services, explains that the
wood and straw smoke often blew into
the community. “We used to shut down
training if it impacted the hospital or
nursing home,” he says.
The fires also resulted in heavy soot
and extremely high heat buildup, which
had begun to disintegrate the cement
walls and ceilings. Now, any smoke you
see at the fire tower will be artificial
theatrical smoke.
With the fire tower renovations,
response training involves more lifelike scenarios. Various rooms on the
first three floors of the tower simulate
apartment rooms: a kitchen, living room,
bedroom, and garage.
Clean burning propane is piped to
each prop with the master controls at
the base of the tower. Instructors use a
wireless hand-held pendant inside the
burn room to turn the fire on, off, or
to change the size and intensity of the
fire to low, medium, or high depending
on how the firefighters attack the fire.
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Custom-made solid stainless steel props
– a car, bed, couch, and stove – can ignite
and burn without damage. Fire-retardant
panels that simulate drywall prevent
further disintegration of the tower’s walls
and ceilings.
McInroy points out that controlling
the fires and smoke with a pendant (and

backup control room) increases valuable
practice experience.
“When students make a mistake, the
instructor can stop the fire, give students
feedback, and start again. During a
scenario, the students can also get caught
in a simulated fire rollover – a very
realistic situation.”

And now, each student will get more
nozzle time.
The fire tower has been a landmark at
the ETC for 22 years. The investment in
installing propane and new props means
cleaner air in Vermilion, enhanced
training scenarios, and more practice
time for all students.
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In Good
Standing

By Chris Phyall

Getting the most out of your standpipe
hose and nozzles, maintaining them with
frequent inspections, and informing the
responding agency during pre-planning
of the equipment available, a facility
owner can reduce the time between
arrival-on-site and initial attack. In the
case of a fast growing fire, that can make
a big difference in lives and property
damage.

Fire and safety professionals are all aware
fires have the potential to double in size
every 30 seconds, provided sufficient
fuel and oxygen is available. This makes
having access to trained responders and
equipment quickly after fire discovery
absolutely critical. The sooner fire attack
is commenced, the greater the chance of
a successful outcome.
In the industrial environment, factors
including size, height, and layout can
make it impractical and inefficient to
run hose lays from fire trucks to the fire
location. Standpipe systems are present
to address exactly this problem, yet are
commonly misused due to a disconnect
between the capability of the system, and
that of the equipment connected to it.
Doing the bare minimum to comply with
applicable codes has led to standpipes
hooked up to a moth eaten building rack
hose and a $20 nozzle that the front line

first responder is instructed to ignore.
The NFPA 14 standard specifies a
minimum water supply of 500 gpm at
a minimum pressure of 100psi at the
most hydraulically remote connection
in the system on Class 1 & 3 standpipe
connections, which are what you find on
a major industrial site. Unfortunately the
equipment connected to these systems
is usually designed for the lower flow
Class 2 systems found in residential and
commercial buildings. Precious time
and energy is often used in the early
stages of an incident to haul heavy hose
and nozzles across a site and connect to
a standpipe, because the equipment in
place is woefully inadequate. However, if
pre-planned in co-operation with local
AHJs and utilized effectively, standpipe
systems can be the perfect platform upon
which to base rapid response plans. By
installing NFPA compliant high-flow
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Working together with Task Force
Tips, we at Canada Fire Foam have put
together an “Industrial Standpipe Foam
Solution” package. This package includes
a pre-connected hose, proportioner,
nozzle, and A/B foam concentrate supply,
all of a quality you would find on any
municipal service fire truck, and kept in
a ready-to-use state. The goal with this
setup is to provide a NFPA compliant
hose lay, that can be quickly deployed to
apply zero to six per cent foam.
Components for the package were
carefully selected to allow a 150-foot
hose lay, while maintaining flow and
pressure for both proportioner and
nozzle to function properly.
This is just an example of how

selecting the correct hose size and nozzle
configuration gives you the ability to
both maximize the working length of
the preconnect, as well as significantly
increase gpm flow.
In some configurations you may
also decrease nozzle reaction, meaning
less fatiguing for crews to operate. The

decision on what components to use
must address both the hazard present
and the limitations of the standpipe
system. It is important to understand
how both friction loss and elevation
variances will affect nozzle selection
and performance expectations. A good
manufacturer or local dealer should be
happy to help you choose the appropriate
equipment and tools for your individual
application.
When reviewing your fire plan,
consider:
• Pressures at each standpipe connection
throughout the site (there will be
variances, elevation gains and losses)
• Class and capacities of the standpipe
systems
• How accessible your suppression
equipment is throughout your facility
• Identify the areas of higher fuel loads
and pre-plan suppression tactics and
required flows
• K now and understand the limitations

of your equipment, the length of hose
lines required, flow rates and limits of
nozzle operation
With the constant pressure of the
bottom line, and do more with less,
minimum code compliance has become
the benchmark rather than the baseline.
Consider that by investing in better than
minimum fire protection equipment
now, will increase the safety of both your
employees and the continuity of your
industry for the future.
Chris Phyall is a 10-year career
firefighter in Powell River, B.C.
Canada Fire Foam is a Canadian
distributor of fire fighting foam and
associated equipment, focused on the
industrial sector with a complete
solution approach to sales. Carried
lines include FireAde 2000, Enforcer,
TFT, CET & Scotty Firefighter.
www.canadafirefoam.ca.
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Fire at
School

By Susan Beach

Lakeland College Emergency Training Centre
uses engaging techniques to teach fire
extinguisher inspection and maintenance

Are there fire extinguishers where you
work? Have you ever used one? Would
you be able to use it in an emergency?
Many people have taken a couple of
hours of basic training on using fire
extinguishers in their work, and we hope
in the event of a fire someone has made
sure the nearby extinguisher will work
properly.
At least five times a year – and
often two or three extra times by
demand – Lakeland College Emergency
Training Centre (ETC) in Vermilion,

offers Fire Extinguisher Inspection and
Maintenance, a one-week course for
up to 12 students. And there’s always
a waiting list. But what’s the draw?
Student Marty Mallia from CN Facility
Maintenance asked at the beginning
of the March 17-21 class, “why is it so
long? How could you possibly talk about
extinguishers for a whole week?”
The first surprise is how many
different kinds of extinguishers there are
– so many sizes and weights; pressurized
internally or by an attached cartridge;
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and with contents ranging from water,
foam, CO2, and dry chem to a special dry
powder only for extinguishing burning
metals.
Each day, background theory in class
leads into hands-on practice labs. Pairs
of students are given fire extinguishers,
usually ones with problems to detect.
They must perform an inspection,
annual maintenance check, six-year
maintenance check, hydrostatic test
(for the integrity of the extinguisher
shell under pressure), and learn to

pressurize the contents. They practice
discharging and recharging. Under the
experienced eye of Instructor Trevor
Gillis, who inspects and maintains all
fire extinguishers for ETC’s training
programs, students soon find themselves
double-checking and thinking ahead
to be sure Gillis can’t come up with
anything they missed.
The students are also urged to
continually use the National Fire
Protection Association’s Standard for
Portable Fire Extinguishers in class and
lab alike. Mandated by the Alberta Fire
Code (2006), all people servicing fire
extinguishers must become familiar with
the code and refer to relevant sections
at all times. Ervin Gallatin from the
Swan Hills Waste Treatment Centre, one
of the largest kilns in North America,
comments that the course “really opened
my eyes to doing maintenance and
inspection by using the codes… One
week seemed like a long course, but it
could easily be twice as long.”
Gillis wins over skeptical students
by how much he enjoys what he does.
He loves to come up with tips and tricks
that will make their job easier and
consistently accurate, such as a quick
way to always install the correct gauge.
At the end of the week, in -30 C
weather, Gillis sets up a barbecue fire,
hands out a variety of extinguishers, and
everyone takes a turn putting out the fire.
This is the highlight of the week.
Gillis reminds the students to stay
upwind so the flames will blow away
from them. He also reminds them
of the best distance for discharging
different extinguishers. Then he walks
them through. The first student tries
pressurized water but it doesn’t make
a difference, given that the fuel is gas.
The next student tries CO2, which
is effective, and remembers to begin
at the bottom of the fire and work
upwards, not from the top down, so
the fuel is smothered. Each student
practices discharging from the correct
distance, then backing away, watching
and ready for any sign of reignition, and
recognizing the change in sound that
indicates an empty extinguisher. CO2
types must be discharged within five feet
of the fire, but Gillis stands beside each

student to coach through the moment.
Two extinguishing agents stand
out. Purple K, used for flammable and
combustible liquids, ends a large blaze
with a quick blast or two. After all their
work to extinguish every last flame with
a CO2 extinguisher, the students are
impressed. Then the show stopper –
Aqueous Film-Forming Foam (AFFF).
This soap-based foam acts like a blanket
to cover the fuel source with a thin film.
Gillis repeatedly tries to reignite the
fuel, but no vapour can get through to
create flames. Given the temperature, the
surface soon freezes, trapping the fuel
under a soapy cover, and the show is over.
Students praise the comprehensive
and professional course content, but
most of the comments focus on Gillis’
passion for the subject and seemingly
endless knowledge.

“This week was a vertical learning
curve for me,” says Marty Mallia. “I’d
say our class was a 50/50 split of people
with no knowledge and others with
professional experience. Our instructor
spoke to every level, aware of where each
student was starting from, and bringing
us all along to a better understanding. I
know now I will never make assumptions
about anything or go with ‘how things
are done.’ We work to code and we know
why.”
Kayla Lappin, an employee at
Absolute Safety in Brooks, was very
impressed with the course: “There’s so
much information to take back, so much
we can do differently. I’ve been in touch
with my boss, and he wants the crew to
meet and see how we can all learn from
this class, what we can do differently.”
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Cold
Foam
Why you should consider a CAFS system
materials, preventing rapid run-off and
allowing water to soak in to wood.
• This affinity to carbon also causes
the foam bubbles to attract carbon
bi-products of fire (smoke), reducing
the black cloud production over a fire.
This results in improved visibility and
safety for both firefighters and trapped
victims within a burning structure.

How did CAFS Get its Start?

For more than a decade, the TRI-MAX™
brand has been synonymous with quality
and innovation in the fire technology
industry. Dave Mahrt was a Gun Ship
helicopter pilot and Chief Warrant officer
in Vietnam, as well as a U.S. Forest
Service contracted fire suppression pilot
for over 20 years and Mahrt witnessed
firsthand the inadequacy of today’s
equipment and its inability to combat
fires efficiently. Committed to making
the trade a safer place, he created what
is known today as the “TRI-MAX™
COLD CAFS family” of fire suppression
systems. Kingsway Industries, Inc. was
founded by Dave Mahrt Sr. and today is
the manufacturer of TRI-MAX™ COLD
CAFS which have sold over 10,000 fire
suppression systems to the military,

public agencies, industrial contractors,
and private companies world-wide.
The company has assembled a team
of practiced engineers, firefighters,
tool makers, grant writers, and sales
professionals that share Dave Mahrt’ s
commitment and values; people he and
his clients can trust.

What is CAFS?

CAFS is actually a very simple process
of mixing water, concentrate, and
compressed air. Air and water cannot
mix together without a concentrate agent
and the benefits of mixing concentrate
with water are:
• Reduces the surface tension of the
water so it will soak into combustible
materials.
• Makes the water cling to carbon
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The use of foam additives to water for
extinguishment dates back to an English
patent in 1877 for a method to produce
chemical foam. The British Navy actually
began experimenting with foam agents
compressed by air in the 1930s. The U.S.
Navy refined and adopted this process
for firefighting in the early 1940s for
flammable liquid fires. In the mid-1970s
Mark Cummins, while working for the
Texas Forest Service, developed a water
expansion system known as the “Texas
Snow Job” and later invented the CAFS
and was issued the U.S. Patent 4318443
in 1982.

What is the Difference Between
“an Around the Pump Foam
System” and TRI-MAX COLD
CAFS Systems?

The primary difference is the TRIMAX COLD CAFS produces stored
energy in systems similar to pressurized
fire extinguishers. The differences being
the TRI-MAX COLD CAFS systems
are great for initial attack on small to
medium fires, vapour suppression, and
for the sealing of spilled containments.
TRI-MAX’s patented manifold allows
foam to hit the target with “cold” foam
as low as 20 degrees lower than ambient

Train with the Best
at the World’s Largest
Live-Fire Training Facility

HazMat
Response

Rescue
Training

Industrial
Firefighting

Oil Spill
Response

LNG Emergency
Response

E m e r g e n c y S e r v i ce s Tra i n i n g I n s t i t u t e
Schedule any of our 130+ courses today!
Call 1-866-878-8900 or visit us online at www.teex.org

C14.7595.04

temperature. This will greatly reduce the
chances of re-ignition.
For larger fires and spills it may
require continuous pumping of foam
for an extended period of time. For
these situations an engine mounted
system using a foam pump, compressor,
and a mixing system (eductor) is
recommended. This type of system
allows for water pressure to draw the
agent into the water stream.

How Does a TRI-MAX COLD CAFS
System Work?
On December, 17, 2005, two
firefighters from Tübingen, Germany,

died inside a burning building when one
of the hoses inside the building burst
and they were left without extinguishing
agent. In the following reconstruction
of the tragedy, experts were surprised
to find out that CAFS filled hoses are
more likely to burst under heat because
the foam is unable to cool the hoses
sufficiently. Some fire engines have
experienced that CAFS filled hoses
have a higher incidence of clogging and
decrease in pressure.
TRI-MAX uses a stored energy
system for all of its products. High
pressure compressed air is loaded into
various sized tanks depending on the
dimension of the unit and the amount
of finished foam that is desired. The
foam is “super cooled” through our
patented process. TRI-MAX’s COLD
CAFS is not a catch phrase. It is a unique,
scientifically proven process that gives
firefighters a big advantage over the
competition in regards to efficiency and
safety.

Why Should an Industrial Fire
Department Purchase a TRI-MAX
COLD CAFS system?

First and foremost, no other available
CAFS on the market compares with
TRI-MAX’s science. Secondly, no
other system in its class is as portable
or as efficient at any price. TRI-MAX
COLD CAFS are the leaders in CAFS
technology.
All TRI-MAX COLD CAFS units
are easily refilled in the field in a matter
of a few minutes. TRI-MAX COLD
CAFS units can be retrofitted onto any
vehicle with its Quick CAFS mounting

system or we can build a new truck to
your specifications. No special hoses or
nozzles are required with any TRI-MAX
COLD CAFS systems. No “scrubbing”
is necessary to produce a high quality
foam. Tiny, uniform bubbles are
produced through our “patented” process
which is not so with other systems. They
require certain types and lengths of hose
with much experimenting to achieve
the right consistency. TRI-MAX COLD
CAFS all use smooth bore nozzles. No
special aspirated nozzle is needed. An
adaptor is available to recharge the SCBA
air bottles.
TRI-MAX COLD CAFS can produce
up to 20 times the amount of agent/
water stored in the tank. For example,
a 200 gallon unit will produce up to
4,000 gallons of finished foam. In remote
areas where the water supply is limited,
this can be a life saver. A pumper and
tender can only do so much. This alone
will save your department manpower
and equipment and better serve your
community for the following reasons:
SAFETY – greater stand-off distances
and will eliminate a lot of smoke for
better visibility.
FINANCIAL IMPACT – more
firefighting capability for a lot less
money.
LESS DAMAGE – no massive run-off or
adverse environmental impact. No water
damage.
For more information on a TRI-MAX
COLD CAFS, please call our exclusive
Canadian distributor, Firefox Fire
Solutions Inc.
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What Do All These Hot Work Jobs
Have in Common?

They Are Using FM Approved Fire Blankets Because Safety is a Priority
And — NFPA 51B (2009) now requires that welding blankets, curtains and
pads be listed, approved or the equivalent for such use. One such listing
includes ANSI/FM 4950.
What are the FM Approved Hot Work
Classifications?
Welding Pads
• Should be placed directly under hot work operations such as
welding or cutting
• Used for horizontal applications with severe exposures, molten
substances or heavy horizontal welding
• Prevent ignition of combustibles that are located adjacent to
the underside of the pad
Welding Blankets

Hot work is a necessary part of industry. Those who perform hot work
have special skills and tooling, and take extreme precautions to
protect themselves and their work environment. Yet, for many years,
hot work fabrics such as welding curtains, blankets and pads were
not considered a critical item when performing this work. Accidents
happened. Serious fires resulted from stray molten sparks.
Unprotected hot work is still a leading cause of industrial fires.
Many facilities now require adherence to the 2009 NFPA 51B
Standard, making hot work safer. The NFPA 51B Standard is most
often cited by U.S. government agencies like OSHA and DOE, and
private industry groups such as API and AWS for fire protection.

How Do You Know if You Have the Right
Hot Work Fire Blankets?

FM

• Should be placed in the vicinity of a hot work operation
• Used for horizontal applications with light to moderate
exposures such as chipping, grinding, heat treating, sand
blasting and light horizontal welding
• Protect machinery and prevent ignition of combustibles, such
as wood, located adjacent to the underside of the blanket
Welding Curtains
• Intended for use in vertical applications with light to
moderate exposures to sparks and heat, such as chipping,
grinding, heat-treating, sand blasting and light welding
• Used in the vicinity of the work and designed to prevent
sparks from escaping the designated work area
Specify FM Approved Fire Blankets Because Safety is
Always on the Line
• Independently Tested and Certified
• ANSI/FM4950 Approved
• Meet Canadian Codes and Standards
• Meet the Requirements of NFPA 51B (2009)

Look for the FM Approved symbol on the
label and on the product.

FM Approved Hot Work Fabrics are rated
as either welding curtains, welding
blankets or welding pads. The FM
APPROVED
Approved symbol is your assurance
that hot work fabrics conform to the
highest internationally accepted standard for quality, safety and
performance.
C

US

Product labeling is closely monitored to ensure that users are
receiving FM approved products. For added assurance, some hot
work fabric provider’s, like Tempro Tec, Inc. imprint “FM Approved”
right on the product itself. All packaging should have the distinctive
FM Approved label that clearly states the level of protection the user
can expect (curtain, blanket, or pad).

7210C 5 Street SE
Calgary, Alberta T2H 2L9
800.565.3907 | www.temprotec.com

When is Safety NOT on the line?
Leaders in industrial fire protection.
Call TemproTec for the broadest range of certified
welding blankets, pads and curtains

C

FM
APPROVED

US

Tempro Tec Inc. | 7210C 5 Street SE
Calgary, Alberta T2H 2L9
800.565.3907
www.temprotec.com

Heard Around
the World
Firewise Training and Consulting Inc. takes
their company philosophy across the sea

Firewise Training and Consulting
Inc. was built on a simple vision –
training and safety services delivered
professionally, without compromise and
always with integrity. Company President
Michael Cadotte has built a reputation
both as a professional firefighter
and officer and as an instructor and
program manager at the Pre Service
Firefighter Program at Georgian College
in Barrie, Ontario. He’s built strong
provincial relationships within the fire
service by doing what he believes in,
“lead by example”, “ empower people”,
and “ integrity.” These ethical values
and leadership skills allowed him to
pursue FireWise, a company that could
exemplify everything that he sincerely
believes in.
This company’s basis is training,
consulting, and rescue services. Firewise
delivers National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) based training to
the fire services, private fire brigades,
and industry. They also provide rescue

services to industry in the form of fire
teams, confined space and high angle
rescue, and on-site paramedic services.
The reputation of the company has been
built on strong relationships and once
again its core philosophy.
In early 2009, Cadotte received a
phone call from a company in Abu
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates saying that
there was a desperate need in that area
of the Middle East for better standards,
in particular firefighting. The call went
on to say that the cities of Abu Dhabi
and Dubai were growing rapidly with all
the modern enmities, and the training
standards were not adequate and able
to meet the demands of this rapidly
growing area. The answer was NFPAbased fire training, which Firewise
was extremely familiar with. You see
this was not going to be only about the
standards, it was to be about Firewise’s
values. Cadotte had built a team of
instructors through his years in the fire
service and at the college level that had
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been handpicked. These instructors held
all the same values as Cadotte, he chose
experts in every discipline of training,
empowering them while challenging
them with a common vision.
Two years later after much
correspondence and providing many
hundreds of documents in regards to
NFPA training in the form of multiple
proposals Firewise received the call to
deliver a three week NFPA course in
November 2011. Company President
Cadotte left for Abu Dhabi on a leap of
faith, a leap based on having formed a
strong relationship, a trust that perhaps
goes back to a different era. Ultimately
over those three weeks relationships
were solidified, bonds were formed, and
training began. The training was to be
based on firefighting for the oil and gas
industry which had full-time firefighters
as part of their private brigades. The
company’s reputation started to spread,
once again because of their core values
and their expert delivery of quality, and
internationally recognized training.
In September 2012, Cadotte delivered
an NFPA 1001 course for three months
which basically steamrolled into what is

now a training standard for the largest
refinery in Abu Dhabi. Firewise used the
expertise of instructors Mike Eveleigh
and Mick Caldwell, both seasoned
veterans and instructors in the fire
service and for Firewise, to design a
training facility and fire training ground
in Abu Dhabi. Eveleigh and Caldwell had
lived the vision of Firewise and followed
Cadotte into that leap of faith. The
training facility and training ground was
completed in early 2014, Mick Caldwell
would see it realized, Mike Eveleigh, a
30-year captain in the fire service, and
friend, would not live to see this dream.
In 2013, calls came out from
Qatar Shell to deliver High Angle and
Confined Space Rescue training under
the NFPA Standard in Doha, Qatar.
Firewise in response sent its three most
qualified instructors: David Dunt,
Eric MacFadden, and Mitch Lambert.
Under the leadership of David Dunt
this training broke new ground and
provided a level of training never before
seen in this part of the world. It was so
successful that they were asked to return
in early 2014. Also in the fall Firewise
sent two instructors to train the staff of
the UAE National Drilling Company in
Working at Heights, and that training
is continuing as of now. As a spinoff of
the training in Abu Dhabi have come
requests from Malaysia for October 2014,
and The Netherlands in August 2014.
Ultimately Firewise’s presence
in delivering quality training
internationally has only just begun,
and it has because of their vision. What
Firewise has done in internationally has
been done by taking the exact same steps
they have taken within Canada. Integrity
and quality have no borders, when past
generation’s spoke of “an honest day’s pay
for an honest day’s work” Firewise has
used this motto to forge ahead within the
training industry.
To learn more about Firewise Training
and Consulting’s Services please contact
company President Michael Cadotte at
(705) 791-7176, or at info@firewise.ca.
Also please check out their website at
www.firewise.ca.

EXPERIENCE, EXPERTISE AND COMMITMENT TO QUALITY

Our mission is to design, manufacture, and deliver training and consulting
services that meet the unique needs and expectations of each customer.
To that end, we have successfully built a solid foundation and infrastructure
for Fire Suppression, High Angle and Confined Space Rescue, Paramedic
and related services. Guided by the relentless focus on our five imperatives, we
will constantly strive to implement the critical initiatives required to achieve our
vision. In doing this, we will deliver operational excellence in every corner of the
Company and meet or exceed our commitments to the many constituencies we
serve. All of our long -term strategies and short-term actions will be molded by a set
of core values that are shared by each and every associate. Being a performance
leader means we will achieve operational excellence, industry-leading customer
satisfaction and superior safety-focused performance.

❱ Technician Level Hands-On Training for Fire Departments and Emergency Response Teams
❱ Red Cross Certified First Aid and Emergency Medical Responder Training
❱ Rescue Teams and Paramedics Provided for Industry
❱ Dedicated Technical Rescue Instructors with Rescue Experience
❱ Professional Instruction by Rescue Technicians, Firefighters, and Fire Officers
❱ Associate members of the Ontario Association of Fire Training Officers
❱ Our courses meet and exceed fire service standards including
NFPA 1670 and 1001 and the Ontario Firefighter Standards
❱ All Industrial Health and Safety Training

705-791-7176
www.firewise.ca
Michael Cadotte, President
info@firewise.ca
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Sales
• Portable CAFS

• Eductors

• Pumps

• FireAde 2000 A/B Foam

• Portable Monitors

• Skid Units

• FireAde -40°C Foam

• Foam Applicators

• Fire Extinguishers

• Nozzles

• Wildland Equipment

• Fire Hose

Rentals

Services

• CAFS Fire
Suppression Trailers

NEW

• Wheeled & Portable Fire
Extinguishers

• Fire Extinguisher
Inspections &
On-Site Service

• Fire Suppression
Systems

• Fire Alarm & Fire Sprinkler
Inspections

• Remote Site Camp
& Plant Inspections

VaporAde + oilfield de-gasification
agent & vessel cleaner
• Non-Hazardous
• 100% Bio-Degradable
• Low Viscosity
• Non-Corrosive
• Solvent Free

CANADAFIREFOAM.CA

(855)226-3626

AFEX
fire suppression systems

ONSITEFIREPRO.CA

WHERE
ENERGY
MEETS
SAFETY
We support the people who keep our communities safe.
Our Safety Community program provides firefighters, police departments and other first responders
with funding for everything from equipment to training. In addition to funding, we’ve created a new
Emergency Responder Online Training Program that teaches proper safety procedures specific to pipeline
emergencies. These two programs give the men and women who protect us the support they need to
ensure the safety and wellbeing of our communities, now and into the future.
Enbridge delivers more than the energy you count on. We deliver on our promise to help make communities
better places to live. It’s part of the reason we were named one of the Global 100 Most Sustainable
Corporations in the World.
Find Out MOre
enbridge.com/inYourCommunity
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